
THE MULTIFAMILY CHEAT SHEET FOR
PASSIVE INVESTORS

Everything you need to know about passive investing in a multifamily syndication.

Prerequisites
A. You must like real estate as an investment vehicle.
B. You must want to be a passive investor (limited in liability and control)
C. You must have some capital to invest. Typically $50k minimum.

Know, and embrace your role
General partners / GPs  
Are the active investors, also referred to as
operators, syndicators, deal sponsors. Are the
ones who will manage the deal. 

Step 1.     Ready to learn more? It's time to find sponsors, vet them, and access deals

-The GPs are the ones who will present deals to you as
opportunities in which you can invest. 

*Get to know them before deciding to invest. Note, the
SEC requires a “substantive” relationship before investing.

- During your first conversation(s)...  
         - Do you like them? Do they seem genuine,
           authentic, transparent, and honest?          
         - What is their background? 
         - Who is on their team, what is everybody’s role?
         - How many syndications have they done? 
         - How many deals have they taken full cycle?
         - Ask about their biggest challenges or failures
           and how they overcame them.
         - Do the GPs invest their own capital in their deals?
 
        

            - How do they choose a market?
            - What asset class and type do they target?
            - What is their typical investment strategy? 
              (eg. cash flow, force equity, buy and hold)
            - How often do they communicate with investors? 
            - Ask for a sample quarterly report.
            - What percent of investors have re-invested?
            - Ask for references of previous/current investors.

Step 2.    Analyze the market in which the offering is located 

- You can find most of this data online for free or you can ask the GP to provide it.
- The market should be located in a landlord-friendly state that has favorable tax laws. 
- Ask the GP to provide you with the market cap rate, rent growth, and market vacancy rates 
  so you can compare these to what the GP is projecting in their proforma. 

Step 3.    Analyze the property

Within the multifamily asset class, there are different property types.  These types are commonly
given a "class" rating.  All property types can be profitable but will require a different business plan. 

Generally built within the
last 10 years, or slightly
older but have been
substantially renovated.
Best materials, amenities,
landscaping, construction
and highest rents.

CLASS A CLASS B CLASS C CLASS D
Generally built within the last
20 years or an older property
recently renovated. Exterior
and interior amenities may
be dated or of lesser quality
than class A. Good quality
construction with little
deferred maintenance. Lower
rents than Class A.

Generally built within the
last 30 years or an older
property recently renovated.
Limited, dated exterior and
interior amenity package.
Some deferred
maintenance. Many original
appliances. Lower rents
than Class B.

30+ years old, worn properties,
operationally more transient,
situated in fringe or mediocre
locations. Shorter remaining
economic lives for system
components. No amenities,
marginal construction quality
and condition. Much deferred
maintenance. Lowest rents.

LP/GP split                           The percent of equity ownership between the two groups. One common example is a
                                                70/30 split, where the passive investors own 70% of the deal and the GPs own 30%.  
Preferred return                Typically the amount paid to LPs before GPs see any profit. Prefs can vary ~6-10%
Class A and B investors    Some sponsors offer this delineation where class A investors partake in more cashflow and
                                                 less upside at a sale or refi, and Class B investors partake in less cashflow but more upside. 
Waterfall structure            Splitting profits among partners in a transaction typically after certain hurdles are met.
                                                 Some sponsors offer a "straight split" with no waterfall structure. 
Hold time                             Anywhere from 3 - 10 years is typical for an apartment syndication. 

Typical return metrics presented - Typical fees paid to the GP 

Limited partners/LPs 
Are the passive investors, contribute to a portion of
the equity raise, have no managerial responsibilities
or operations of the business, but share in the profit.

Acquisition fee
1-3% of purchase

price   

Asset
management fee  

1-2% of gross
collected rents 

Disposition fee 

1% of the sale price
paid to GP

IRR CoC Equity
Multiple AAR

(*If they are not taking fees it could actually be a red flag) 

Job growthPopulation
growth

Job
diversity

 Income
growth

House value
growth 

                         
Crime rate
(declining)

The one-pager. The pitch deck The webinar

Avg. Annual
Return

Cash-on-Cash
Return

A detailed marketing
package of the

investment opportunity. 

A live or recorded
presentation to further

explain the opportunity.

This is the deal
summary

Start by analyzing the market in which the property is located. Here are some key metrics:  

Next, If you like the sponsor(s), get on their mailing list to
access their offerings. When presented with an
investment opportunity, you’ll typically be given 3 items: 

Internal Rate
of Return

Total return on
initial invest.

Make sure you understand the business plan for the property being acquired. What do the sponsors plan on doing
with the property from both a physical and an operational standpoint? Find out the building components, age, what
interior and exterior renovations have been done and need to be done. Behind every acquisition is a story, what is the
story with this property? Does the target property appear to be located in "path of progress"? 

Consider your investment strategy based on risk tolerance

CORE OPPORTUNISTIC

Many sponsors have a preferred asset type they target as an investment strategy. Come up with an investment
strategy that best fits your needs and goals. Then, seek out deal sponsors who specialize in those asset types. 

Newest assets in stable,
urban markets. High
occupancy, no renovation
needed. Very low leverage.

CORE PLUS VALUE ADD
Newer assets in stable
markets. High occupancy,
little renovation needed.
45-60% leverage. 

Older assets with deferred
maintenance and/or
operational issues. 
Higher leverage ~60%-75%  

Highly distressed/vacant or
new development. Very
high leverage (~75%-90%).
Highest return potential.

Step 4.    Understand the structure of the deal



Compare current operations to projected operations. 

Compare purchase price with sales comps of similar
build, age, sq. ft., and location. Get this info from the GPs.
Look for little to no rent increase to be projected year 1. 
 Take a deeper look at predicted future rents and
determine if they are reasonable: 

Find the “median household income” on a census
tract map or ask the GP to provide this data.
Take that number and divide it by 36 (1/3 of gross
yearly income/12 months). This is a rule of thumb for
how much rent the residents could afford.
Example: 40k/36 = $1,111.11. The projected monthly
rent should generally not exceed this number. 

1.
      Do you notice any large increase decrease? Does it 
      make sense based on the proposed business plan?

1.

2.
3.

   5. Make sure taxes have been calculated correctly. 
       Will there be a reassessment upon purchase? Is this
       reflected in the underwriting? 

Example - Buy at a 5 cap and sell at a 5.5 cap after   
 5 yrs. If this isn't the case, just ask for an
explanation.

 6. Compare the purchase cap rate and exit cap. It’s
     common practice to add 10-15 basis points to the cap
     rate per year for conservatism. 

7. Is the team predicting any refinances? If so, will LPs
    remain invested in the deal thereafter?
8. What type of debt is being secured on the property?
9. What is the break-even occupancy? This is the
    minimum number of units that need to be occupied in
    order to cover all expenses including debt service. 
10. Are there sufficient reserves to cover operational
      expenses? 
11. When are they predicting the first distributions to be
     made and when can you expect to receive distributions
     thereafter? Typically quarterly or monthly. 

Some final thoughts: An investment in apartment syndication is generally illiquid. Meaning you should expect to
have your money tied up in the deal for the life of the project. As an LP you are limited both in liability and control.
Limited liability means you can only lose the principle you invested in the multifamily deal, and you are protected by
the SEC in the case of a lawsuit or a loss of the building. You are also limited in control over how the deal is managed. 
This is a good thing! Understand the deal you are getting into, get to know, like and trust the sponsor, and have fun!

"Underwriting” is an analysis of how the property is currently operating financially as well as how it
is projected to perform when the business plan is implemented. This can be tricky to understand.
The deal should have flexibility, meaning, be underwritten conservatively. It should still be profitable
even if there is a swing in operations or market conditions.  Here are some key items to consider: Acquisition Fee: The fee paid to the general partner for finding, evaluating, financing, and closing the deal.

Asset Management Fee: An annual fee paid to the GPs for overseeing the property and implementing the
business plan.

Cash-on-Cash Return (CoC): A return metric calculated by dividing the cash flow by the initial equity
investment.

Capitalization Rate (Cap Rate): The rate of return based on the income that the property is expected to
generate. Cap rate is calculated by dividing the net operating income by the current market value of a
property.

CapEx (Capital Expenditures): Funds used to improve the useful life of the property. Generally fixing big-ticket
items.

Disposition Fee: A fee charged by the sponsor for the work involved in selling the asset. 
DCR (Debt Coverage Ratio) / DSCR (Debt Service Coverage Ratio): The DSCR measures how much cash flow
will be available to cover debt service (mortgage). A DSCR ratio of 1 means the cash flow should cover the
debt payments. Lenders generally expect a minimum DSCR of 1.2 in order to lend on an asset.

Economic vacancy: The difference between the gross potential rent at a property and the actual rent
collected. Aside from tenants not paying rent, other factors contributing to economic vacancy are concessions
given to prospective tenants, ie a discounted rate or a free month, or units occupied by an onsite property
manager in return for free rent. 

Equity multiple: The total cash distributions received from an investment, including cash flow and any capital
events (refi/sale), divided by the total equity invested. An equity multiple of 2X means you will double your
investment. 
Internal Rate of Return (IRR): This return calculation takes into account the "time value of money". The IRR is
calculated based on all future anticipated cash flow, principal paydown of debt, and proceeds on the exit of a
property.

Loss-to-Lease (LtL): The difference in revenue of the current market rent vs. the actual rent of a property. 

Net Operating Income (NOI): All revenue generated from the property minus operating expenses. 

Preferred Return: The return offered to limited partners prior to the general partners receiving any returns.

Pro-forma: The projected financial statement for estimated revenue and expenses for the next 1 - 10 years.

Profit and Loss Statement (T-12): A document containing the reported revenue and expenses at a property for
the "trailing" 12 months.

Ratio Utility Billing System (RUBS): A means of billing back the tenants for utility usage.  

Rent Roll: A spreadsheet or document showing detailed information about each of the units at a property. A
rent roll should include unit numbers, unit types, square feet, tenant names, market rents vs actual rents,
deposit amounts, move-in dates, lease-start and lease-end dates, and the current status of the unit.

Waterfall structure: This will detail how money is paid, when it is paid, and to whom (GPs and LPs) it is paid in
an apartment syndication. The distribution of funds may change as certain hurdles are met.

Disclosure document describing the
structure of the company, how the
company will be operated and
managed, risks of the investment,
projected distributions, fees, conflicts of
interest, liquidity of the investment.

Ready to invest? What next? 
Wire the

funds
Start earning
your returns!

Key terminology
Step 5.    Understand the underwriting

Step 6.    Understand the legal documents

There are some legal documents you will need to sign when investing in an apartment syndication. You
should consult with your attorney and read all documents carefully. Make sure everything stated in the pitch
deck matches what you find in these documents.  

The contractual agreement between
the GPs and LPs. It describes the
duties and rights of the parties
involved in the transaction, such as
profits and splits, investor distributions,
bylaws, voting rights, and fees
collected by the sponsor.

This is for investors to certify that
they meet the qualifications and
suitability to invest in the offering
and indicate the amount of money
they will be investing.

The Operating Agreement The Private Placement
Memorandum (PPM)

The Subscription Agreement

Sign up for
the investor

portal.

Express
interest via a
"soft commit"

Make a
formal offer

Review and
sign legal

documents

https://www.fool.com/millionacres/real-estate-investing/commercial-real-estate/capital-expenditures-real-estate-investors-guide/

